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Human
Centered
Living
City Pop offers fully furnished studios in central
locations, powered by a platform of shared services.
A unique, flexible and modular space, designed for
functionality and comfort where living takes centre
stage.
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Vision
Our society is experiencing a profound structural change. Across
Europe, official statistics and many independent demographic
studies expect a considerable increase of one-person households
in the next few years. More and more individualized life choices and
economic reasons lead the Federal Statistical Office to expect that
in Switzerland, by 2030, one out of five people will live alone.
Even the couple’s relationship is changing and more and more
people choose not to live together, deciding to maintain their
independence. All this will ensure that over the next 10 years, only
in Switzerland, 200’000 new households will be composed by a
single individual.
Therefore, it is necessary to design solutions addressing the
needs of a changing society, which does not find the spaces it
needs in the current real estate market. A society that, due to lack of
choices, lives in ways and spaces that differ from their expectations
and needs.
In Switzerland, nearly 500’000 people live alone in houses with
more than two rooms, highlighting a clear separation between the
needs and the market supply. Therefore, today there is a significant
potential demand for small living solutions that remains essentially
unfulfilled.

By 2030, 41% of Swiss households will be composed by a single
person.
Source: FSO, Scenarios for 2005-2030 households.
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Thousands of professionals are looking for personal improvement
or professional specialization, offered mainly in urban centres.
Simultaneously, an increasing number of people live outside ofbig cities and cannot or do not want to use their time for extendeddaily commutes.
In spite of the enormous technological improvements and the
ease of communicating with every corner of the world, a multitude
of people, who are open and willing to travel and coming from different backgrounds. Who are often limited by the housing problem.
These people, in search of self-fulfilment as individuals, want to
experience the possibilities and facilities offered by big cities and
are aware that nowadays access is more important than property.
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The answer to these needs can come only from a paradigm shift,
where new types of housing are able to meet the demand of centrality, not considering it as a luxury good, but as a choice. These
types must match a modern lifestyle, with simplicity and minimalism, while still providing the right level of comfort. The mobility
characterizing our society must be reflected in the spaces in which
we live, ensuring flexibility and freedom of movement, and must
not turn into multi-yearly contracts or longer and longer commutes.
The society of the future must be based on a concept of inclusionrather than separation. The ability to take advantage of comprehensive services and integrated design of the spaces have the potential
to reduce the need for surfaces, making it possible for everyone to
live in big cities and close to where life is.

The single life is not only provisional in nature, but rather a conscious choice of living in an increasingly individualized society.
Source: Credit Suisse, Swiss Real Estate Market, 2017.
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The “POP”
Nowadays, home-rental tends to focus mostly on functional
factors: Price, geographical position, technical features, etc.
There is a general oversight on people’s expectations, emotional
needs, desires and upcoming trends.
1. People don’t buy products or goods anymore. They buy experiences instead.
2. They look for solutions that simplify their lives: plug&play
offers, on-demand services, etc.
3. They complete almost every task by using technology: grocery shopping, utilities, entertainment.
4. They look for affordable luxury, premiumness and (hyper)
customisation.
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“Citypoppers” are a broad target, defined by behavioural habits
and not only by mere demographics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foreign workers
“Single livers”
Young couples
Single-parents
Commuters
Inland active professionals
Smart adults and seniors

In short: Millennials, generation X, Smart Baby Boomers.
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Product
City Pop provides fully furnished flats of 25-35 square meters to
be rented for periods ranging from 8 to 52 weeks. These living spaces offer a wide range of services that simplify every aspect of living.
City Pop is the answer to the needs of a society in which movement and life changes are more frequent and necessary. It is addressed to those staying in a big city for extended periods, developing the concept of home as a service.
City Pop makes it possible to rent an apartment with the same
ease of booking a hotel room while guaranteeing a price that is
comparable to that of a normal rent and where the traditional relationship between flexibility, durability and cost is revolutionized.
City Pop combines affordability, flexibility and practicality. This
is possible thanks to digitalization of all administrative aspects related to rental and services offered, including payments, which are
managed centrally and by credit card.

For investors, micro-apartments are an interesting category
because the rental incomes per square meter are higher than
those of bigger apartments.
Source: Credit Suisse, Swiss Real Estate Market, 2017.
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Apartments
City Pop’s goal is to industrialize the entire construction process
of its housing units, so you can benefit from significant economies
of scale and control without quality trade-offs. New technologies
are used in both project planning and implementation, enabling
creative and functional solutions at the same time.
The goal is to create a replicable product at attractive costs with
no compromises.
Characteristics
Average size 25-35 square meters, fully furnished in order to ensure
complete living: Relaxing, working, sleeping, cooking & eating.
Apartments will be equipped with 4-star finishings and will ensure:
•
•
•
•

Working space
Kitchenette
Shower & Toilet
Sofa & Bed

Historically, apartments consisting of one room represent the category with the highest percentage of occupancy.
Source: FSO, Unoccupied Homes, 1980-2016.
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Services
Tenants have access to a wide range of “on demand” services, accessible, bookable and payable online.
In each location, there is a standardized package of services:
Laundry
•
Cleaning service
•
E-bike rental
•
Flexible storages
•
Food services
•
Carsharing and Bikesharing
•
Coworking spaces
•
Courier-deliveries
•
These services are offered through external partners and all payments are made by credit card and managed centrally through each
customer’s account.
The service ecosystem grows over time and follows City Pop’s
Community needs.
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Digital Platform
City Pop offers, through the running of an innovation management process, the services needed for daily life at an affordable
price, by using a fully computer-integrated platform with external
partners.
As easy as Booking an hotel
The ecosystem of services will be managed digitally through an application and a connected platform.
Through the App, tenants will be able to:
• Book & Manage their stay autonomously
• Explore and book services like cleaning & food
• Keep control of their utilities consumption
• Send and manage tickets with instant support (chatbots,…)
• Get an overview of purchases and recurring expenses
• Get useful notifications and alerts
• Keep track of previous activities
• Improve their living experience by suggesting and shaping
the service model within City Pop’s community
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Development
By 2020, City Pop will have built directly controlled facilities in all
major Swiss centres, creating a network of a thousand apartments.
The first two facilities will open to the public by the end of 2019 in
Zurich and Lugano.
At the same time, through agreements with foreign partners, we
will expand throughout Europe in major capitals and cities that
stand out for important research centres and areas of industrial, financial or commercial interest.
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Ongoing development
Future locations
BASEL
ST. GALLEN
ZURICH

LUZERN
BERN

LAUSANNE

GENEVA

LUGANO

HAMBURG

DUBLIN
AMSTERDAM

BERLIN

LONDON
BRUSSELS
FRANKFURT
PARIS

MUNICH

LYON

VIENNA

MILAN
TURIN
FLORENCE

BARCELONA

ROME

MADRID
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The Group
Artisa Group has always invested in the talent of young professionals eager to grow and improve. Their individual skills are valued, so that each employee becomes an active agent of progress
and innovation. The differentiated approach to project development is reflected in the diversity of professional profiles collected
from within the team. Architects, engineers, designers, lawyers and
financial experts work together to finalize the best possible results.
Location identification
Our team takes care of scouting the location, thanks to the careful
analysis of the territorial specifics and their potential based on
market research focused on social phenomena.
Study and design
Once we have found the ideal location, the next step entails a mix of
managerial rationality and creativity, which work together to develop functional, sustainable and modern architectural projects.
Project management and construction
Fifty years of experience in the construction industry allow us to
face this with great skills and efficiency, thus reducing time and
costs.
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City Pop AG
Metallstrasse 4
CH-6300 Zug
citypop.com
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